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12.1

CASE STUDY – Phoenix Composting Toilets

Inchcailloch
Lomond & The Trossachs National Park
OS: NS406900
We are grateful to Sandra Hutchinson of the Loch
Lomond & The Trossachs National Park for helpful
discussions and accompanying us to Inchcailloch.
Background
The wooded island of Inchcailloch is part of Loch
Lomond National Nature Reserve. A ranger station
and Phoenix composting toilet were installed at the south-western tip of the island, Port Bawn, in
2005 to replace a septic tank toilet. The toilets are open and available 24/7 and National Park
Rangers are present on the island for much of the year.
Our study team accompanied a ranger and also a representative from the Phoenix Toilet company
to inspect the installation.
The wood-clad buildings are installed just up from the beach and are tastefully in keeping with the
surrounding woodland. Long boardwalks and access ramps allow for disabled access. A solar
panel on the roof of the ranger station supplies power for the toilet, which is located a few metres
away from the station. Very heavy lockable wooden doors limit the opportunities for vandalism.
The toilets were designed to accommodate 15,000 uses per annum. At high season, up to 400
people per day visit the island and the ranger estimated a total of 8,000 uses per annum. The two
door counters logged 1573 and 1965 uses since May 2009, indicating a much lower use. However,
the door counters are not reliable.
The public face of the toilet
The public facing toilet consists of two compartments which are independently
locked or opened as required by maintenance needs or during a “compost
resting” period – a period where the accumulating waste is allowed to
decompose without the addition of new material.
A valuable insight is the idea of leaving one toilet locked and clean ready to be
brought quickly into use if the active toilet malfunctions, requires maintenance
or cleaning.
The compartments are varnished-plywood lined with windows and slatted
shutters and a solar power light.
A door counter counts the number of users. The compartments are equipped with handrails beside
the toilet, a supply of toilet paper, a hopper with wood shavings as soak material, and a cleaning
brush.
A small notice above the hopper provides basic instructions to users.
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An alcohol-based hand cleanser is provided instead of water for hand washing. This approach
minimises water pollution. Anti-bacterial gels are not recommended as the bactericides will be
released into the environment and also promote the mutation of bacteria into resistant strains.
Our comments:
The compartments would benefit from more natural light and by enhancing internal lighting as
these toilets are also used after dark for the campers. The benefit and purpose of the slatted
shutters on the windows is unclear, but we understand that the architect wanted the building to
blend in to the surroundings and be less vulnerable to vandalism. However, the slatted shutters
have resulted in very little natural light entering the building, making the toilets dark and less
appealing even on a bright, sunny day. Internal lighting can be enhanced by creating a white
interior, by roof lighting via a skylight or light pipe, and by more efficient LED lighting.
The single solar panel has been found by staff to be inadequate to supply sufficient power for the
light and the fan.
The doors are extremely heavy, leading to warping of the support structure
and difficulty opening and closing the doors and in keeping the toilet closed
against the weather. The doors were deemed by staff to be too heavy to open
for children, old people and disabled users so the original doors are to be
replaced with a lighter model.
The doors must be closed to ensure that the counters and fans function
correctly, and to retain heat within the building.
The compartments have many nooks and crannies. An impervious interior
floor membrane run up the walls to knee height in a single sheet would make
cleaning much easier.
Considering the maintenance problems arising from misuse, the information
notice would benefit from being bigger, more informative, and more
interesting. A contact number should be given for the ranger service and a website for further
information and to encourage feedback. On an island with close monitoring, it seems unlikely that
there is much intentional vandalism.
The amount of rubbish in the composters suggests that users are just being thoughtless, and more
directive yet pleasant instructions might reduce these problems. Large rubbish bins located both
outside and inside the toilet would probably reduce the amount of rubbish being dumped in the
toilet itself.
The operation of the toilet
A Phoenix composting toilet is installed below each of the two pedestals. Access to this lower area
is via two heavy locked doors. The surrounding structure is pointed blockwork.
Incoming 12V power feeds two 12V batteries and a control panel. A cold water tank is located
between and behind the composting chambers and its overflow joins the overflows from the
composters.
The ventilation of the composters is activated on opening the doors. As the public toilet doors tend
to get left open, the fans power off after a period. To conserve power, the lights switch off after 30
seconds of operation.
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As use is low during the winter months, the toilet is “switched off” during this period, deactivating
the fans and sprinkler systems. The toilet is still perfectly usable but acts more as a storage vessel
than a composter: at low temperatures the composting activity is minimal.
Toilet maintenance
The public compartments hold a locked cupboard where toilet supplies,
cleaners and soak material are stored.
The lower access area is checked regularly by the ranger service. The upper
composter hatches give access to recently added material, and allow the staff
to remove rubbish using an angled fork. Once rubbish is removed, the upper
stirring rod is rotated a few times to mix up the waste and soak, and to help keep it aerated.
The lower stirring rod is NOT turned until the time has come to empty the composter. Surprisingly,
the accumulating waste appears to hang in mid air above the base of the unit, instead of falling to
the bottom immediately. This leads to better drainage and better aeration of the upper pile.
There is a sprinkler system that either recycles leachate from the bottom collector or pumps fresh
water from the water tank, and sprays it over the pile. The spraying is accomplished by an electric
pump that can be either hand-operated or activated automatically by timers in the control panel.
Staff report that the sprinklers often block and have to be cleaned. Difficulty turning the upper
stirring rod indicates that rubbish such as old clothes is jamming the rod.
The composting vaults have been emptied once, with the solids removed from the island in plastic
bags and disposed of in local woodland.
Our comments:
Health and safety (H & S):
Photos and reports indicate that the staff are using no more than long rubber gloves to manipulate
the internal waste. Removing rubbish from the upper area exposes staff to fresh waste and
pathogens, and the staff should be provided with face masks and arm length rubber gloves
required to use them.
There appears to be no provision for the sterilisation of the gloves and other tools – such as the
litter picker, fork and brushes - after use. Disinfectant should be provided in a stable container and
a means provided for disposing of the disinfectant.
Maintenance and health and safety information seemed to be lacking, and we would recommend
an H&S assessment and the establishment of a clear protocol in order to minimise the attendant
risks.
Installation:
The overflows from the base of the composters are leaking onto the concrete. This is another H &
S issue and the overflow pipes should be reconfigured to run correctly under gravity and repaired
so as not to leak.
The leachate from the composter flows through this piping which disappears into the concrete.
There is no means of knowing either the quantity or quality of the leachate, nor to where it
discharges. There is no exterior structure and nearby outcrops have not been disturbed, making it
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likely that the leachate discharges directly into the soil and hence into the ground water and the
loch. We would recommend excavating this area to determine where the leachate goes and
installing some means of monitoring and measuring the leachate in order to ensure the protection
of the local area. It may be necessary to design a natural treatment system for the leachate prior to
discharge to the soil if the ground water table is high.
Other considerations:
The functioning of the toilet depends crucially on the ambient temperature of the composters. The
control panel appears to give a readout of the ambient temperature, but it would be valuable to
install a maximum /minimum thermometer so as to determine the true temperature range over
time.
The solar panel on the ranger station appears to be inadequate and lugging the batteries to the
mainland for recharging is an onerous task. An additional solar panel would be beneficial.
The lighting and ventilation depend on the doors for activation and a reliable supply of power.
Adequate lighting is a prerequisite for an agreeable experience, and the supply of power currently
seems fragile and unreliable.
Costs
The Phoenix costs for two No 201's (as installed at InchCailloch) would be 2 @ £4,793 = £9,586
plus delivery per unit of £950 plus Customs duty of 6.5%. These costs are based on an exchange
rate of $1.53 to the pound sterling. The installation cost of each Phoenix is £550 giving a total cost
of approximately £13,209.
Contact
Bridget Jones
Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park Authority
Carrochan Road
Balloch
Alexandria
G83 8EG.
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CASE STUDY 12.2 – Linn of Dee Car Park
Kingsley Clivus composting toilets
National Trust for Scotland Mar Lodge Estate, Braemar
OS reference: NO064898
We are very grateful to Peter Holden, Senior Ranger
and Naturalist at the NTS Mar Lodge Estate, Braemar
for helpful discussions.
Background
Linn of Dee is the farthest point along the River Dee
that can be reached by public road. The Linn itself is a
narrow rocky gorge through which the river Dee
passes - spectacular after prolonged rain. Much of the
semi-natural Caledonian pine woods in Scotland are
within the Dee catchment.
Linn of Dee is also the starting point for foot excursions into the Cairngorm
range and is the southern access point for the Lairig Ghru, the high-level pass
that cuts through the Cairngorm massif to the Spey valley.
The National Trust for Scotland (NTS) car park located at Linn of Dee was
upgraded in 2005, including the introduction of parking charges. A consultation
exercise indicated that the majority of visitors would not be averse to paying,
on the understanding that all proceeds were reinvested in the maintenance
and management of the car park and ancillary facilities, and the associated
footpath networks.
The car park was upgraded with the creation of additional parking spaces, an
information board, and a toilet block. The original cattle grid at the entrance to
the parking area was also removed, aiding wheelchair access.
Toilets installation
Twin composting toilets were installed in the centre of the Linn of Dee parking area. The elegant
wooden structure comprises two unisex DDA-compliant toilets with public entry through doors on
opposite sides of the building.
The upper toilet structure rests on a dual-vault composter supplied by Kingsley Clivus, one vault for
each of the toilets.
The design of the toilet block was based on reviewing the RSPB experience at Loch Garten
Osprey Center. Whereas the Loch Garten installation was built on two levels, with access to the
vaults on the lower level, site constraints and the planning process led to a smaller, more compact
design being chosen with the vaults installed below ground level and access to the vaults being
through the floor of the toilet.
Toilet waste falls onto a sloping horizontal grill in the vaults that drains the liquid into a lower
holding tank while retaining the solids. Wood shavings, sourced from a local sawmill, are used as a
bulking agent.
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LED lighting is provided inside and out, activated by self-stopping switches. The dual chamber
vaults are ventilated by a single 12 V fan. Power is provided by a set of two 12 V batteries, while a
second set is being recharged concurrently. The original lighting required the sets of batteries to be
exchanged every day; with low power LED lighting, the need to exchange the batteries has been
reduced to once or twice per week. Solar panels were not used for reasons of cost.
Hand cleaning is provided by TorkTM alcoholic spray dispensers.
Site Description / Design Considerations
Use of the Linn of Dee parking area and toilets is very seasonal. Cars are monitored by vehicle
counters which give an estimate of 80,000 visitors per annum (2.4 per car), most of them between
March and October.
The parking area itself is equipped with solar-powered parking meters and drivers are asked to pay
£2 per day. The meters bring in around £14,000 per annum. Up to 50% of the visitors are National
Trust members, who are admitted free, and an estimated 10% of drivers do not pay.
In the summer, many visitors arrive by coach. Coaches should pay £10, but none do in fact pay,
due to the lack of clarity of who is responsible for payment. Coaches often do not enter the car
park and their passengers just stop for a short break.
There is a maintenance contract for the parking meters (approx £1000 p.a.), which are emptied by
staff.
There has been considerable discussion and complaint in the press and on internet forums about
the imposition of parking charges. To some degree these discussions are self-healing, but keeping
the public well-informed and involved in decisions is clearly a crucial element in instituting such
changes.
Costs
The cost of the site re-development, landscaping, toilets, information boards and parking meters is
estimated at £ 50,000 for the toilets and £ 50,000 for the other aspects of the project (2005).
A four year supply of wood shavings cost around £100 in 2005.
Management issues
The public information poster asks users to add a single scoop of wood shavings, and for everyone
to use the toilet in a seated position, to avoid splashes.
As has been found elsewhere, asking the public to add wood shavings leads to too much soak
material being used. The scoop disappeared into the vaults. Visitors urinated into the wood
shavings box. The rangers now add soak themselves at the end of each day.
The staff were led to believe that the composter would reduce the solid waste over time by 90%.
The explanatory notice suggests that environmentally-friendly compost will be produced within 3
years.
The Clivus website says “The liquid fertilizer that results from the composting process is stable,
odourless and can be stored indefinitely by the time it reaches the collection area.”
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The reality is rather different. The experience of staff is that the liquid collected smells very
unpleasant if the ventilation fails. There is no evidence of either the liquid evaporating or the solid
matter heating up or degrading significantly. Fresh waste is continually being added, making it
impossible to separate the old from the new.
A tanker empties the toilets twice per year, synchronised with emptying other septic tanks on the
estate.
As the solid waste becomes an unpleasant sludge, the staff and tanker crew have had to develop a
technique to remove both the liquid and solid waste. Where necessary, the tanker flushes the liquid
back into the vaults to flush out the solids, turning them into slurry that can then be sucked out.
Access to the composting vault is through the floor of the toilet. Working above or within the vaults
is unpleasant and difficult as there is very little space to manoeuvre. This difficulty of access makes
it very hard to manage the waste and even harder to remove it.
A Health & Safety assessment recommends that nobody enters
the vaults unaccompanied and that suitable gloves and face
masks (with filters) are worn.
Inspection, refilling supplies, and cleaning are undertaken by NTS
staff every other day, and more frequently on weekend and during
busy periods.
After five years of use, staff have identified the need to replace
elements of the toilets, including the toilet chutes and the floor
covers.
In contrast with toilets located closer to urban areas, the amount of
rubbish that accumulates in the vaults is minimal. Providing litter
bins became counter-productive as it encouraged people to dump
their rubbish on the site rather than removing it themselves. A nice
touch was to invoke the Litter Fairy (above).
There appears to be little problem with vandalism.
Lessons learned

•

One toilet has now been closed for a complete clean and the toilets will in future be used
alternately, to allow older material to decompose before being emptied.

•

An experiment is underway in which horse manure and garden compost are added to the
toilet vaults. Initial signs are that this aids decomposition of the solid waste.

•

A new project is being considered to establish batch composting of the accumulated waste in
purpose - designed bins located elsewhere on the estate.

•

The management team is clearly disappointed that the composting process does not work as
advertised. However, they have learned over 5 years how to manage the toilets effectively
and deal with the difficulties. They recommend knowing the visitor profile well, learning from
the experience of others, and not taking the manufacturer’s literature too seriously.
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Our comments
The solid waste appears very wet, a condition which cannot aid degradation. It may be beneficial to
install urinals and the urine-separating plate proposed by NatSol to limit the liquid running through
the solid waste. If this results in solid waste becoming too dry, a simple sprinkler and pump to
recycle urine, or add fresh water could be operated occasionally.
The amount of soak material in the vaults seems very small. The NatSol technique of layering the
floor of the vault with soak material prior to use, together with urine separation, might create vault
conditions that make it easier to deal with the toilet solids when they are later removed. The solids
might also be in a condition more suitable for batch composting.
The Forestry Commission has found that draining the liquid accumulating in the composter vessel
to a septic tank greatly improved the functioning of the composter and eliminated odours. This
option could also be considered.
The Linn of Dee toilets appear to us to be a good example of best practice in providing information
to the toilet users. The notices are firm but humorous and probably encourage the support and
understanding of the visitors.
Contact
Peter Holden
Senior Ranger / Naturalist
Mar Lodge Estate
Braemar, Aberdeenshire, AB35 5YJ
Tel: 013397 41669 / 41983
www.marlodgeestate.org.uk
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12.3 CASE STUDY Corrour Bothy, Cairngorms
Lairig Ghru
Mar Estate
Braemar
OS reference: NN981957
Background
Corrour, located in the Lairig Ghru, the high-level
pass that cuts through the Cairngorm massif to the
Spey valley, is one of the oldest and best known of
‘bothies’. Maintained by The Mountain Bothies
Association, bothies are ‘simple shelters in remote
country for the use and benefit of all who love wild
and lonely places.'
Over the years, many of the Cairngorm shelters have been removed due to being considered an
'attractive nuisance'. With the increasing numbers visiting the hills, the management of rubbish and
human waste has become yet another problem threatening the survival of bothies.
The Mountain Bothies Association (MBA), the National Trust for
Scotland, the Cairngorm Park Authority and Scottish Natural
Heritage has collaborated on a pilot project to resolve the
problem of accumulating human waste at Corrour bothy.
Site
Bothies are open shelters maintained as required by volunteers.
Access to Corrour from the nearest public road takes at least 3
hours by bicycle and foot. The surrounding land is bedrock and
bog and is considered a sensitive ecosystem where the addition
of external nutrients – from human waste, for example - is
undesirable. As a ‘wild and lonely place’ it was also considered undesirable to add further
constructions to the glen.
Toilet installation
Toilets at Cairngorm bothies are not unheard of - Ruighaiteachain in Glen
Feshie has had a flush toilet and septic tank in place for years and Bob
Scott’s beautifully renovated bothy at Derry lodge has a squat toilet and
septic tank.
For Corrour, a supply of hill water would be unreliable in winter, ruling out
a water-based toilet. As the bothy is built on bedrock, adding a composting
toilet vault would require a construction above ground level, and this would
end up dwarfing the tiny bothy.
Having exhausted all other possibilities, the design team decided to modify
an industrial toilet system that uses geotextile bags. This technology
involves mascerating toilet waste, adding a flocculating agent to help the
solids separate out, and running the resulting slurry through a geotextile
bag. The woven structure of the bag allows liquid to pass through while
retaining the solids. The bag is detached, dried and disposed of when full.
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Experiments using tins of baked beans poured into the bags found the beans de-watering to a dry
mass in a few days, giving some hope that maceration and flocculating agents would not be
needed. The resulting design for Corrour consists very simply of a geotextile bag slung under a
straight drop pedestal.
After extensive negotiations with all concerned, Building Control and SEPA, helicopters flew in
tools and donated building materials, and a volunteer team set to work. A concrete base was
poured and a compact wooden structure added to the south gable of the bothy. The floor level of
the public space was set high enough to incorporate bags hanging underneath, and a secure
service space was created to allow access for handling and storage of the bags.
The toilets chutes were custom designed and built from stainless steel,
with ventilation ducting incorporated into their walls. Geotextile bags are
attached to a flange at the base of the steel chutes and held in place
with quick release straps. In operation, one toilet is supplied with a seat
and the other covered with a plywood plate. When the first bag is full, it
is left to de-water, and the seat and plate are exchanged. When the
second bag is full, the first is removed and hung on a rail to dry further
and a new bag attached to continue the cycle.
Composting toilets are normally provided with a bulking agent, or ‘soak’
to create suitable conditions for composting. Due to difficulties of supply, no
such soak is provided at Corrour. The liquid draining from the bags is run to a
small soakaway and men are advised to urinate outside, well away from the
bothy, to minimise the liquid entering the bags.
Results
The toilets have been in operation since February 2008 and have proven very
successful.
The anticipated problems of maintenance in a situation where MBA personnel
visit less than once per month have been minimal, indicating that users of the
bothy are well motivated to respect the facilities that have been provided for
them. The public space remains remarkably clean and maintenance primarily involves checking
the state of the bags and swapping them over as required. Considering the limited space and
contents of the service space, the smell and difficulties of changing over the bags are not
objectionable. There have been problems with rodents holing the bags, and this is being
addressed.
Any remote toilet is likely to become a receptacle for rubbish of all sorts – biodegradable or not.
Inspection of the contents of the first bag installed, 18 months later, showed no sign of any rubbish.
The contents were recognisably solid faeces and toilet paper, indicating that little if any
degradation of the contents was taking place.
Use is seasonal, but it appears that on average a new bag is required every 6 weeks. A full bag
can weigh up to 20 kg and then de-waters over a year to about 2/3 of that weight. The first bag,
weighing 12 kg after 18 months of storage, was carried out in a rucsac to Mar Lodge and the
contents disposed off in the septic tank there. In December 2009, 15 bags weighing 10-15 kg each
were removed by an all-terrain-vehicle to roadside storage where they are to be batch composted.
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Over the two years to date, approximately 200 kg of faeces
have been stored and removed from the glen, thereby
saving the surroundings of the Corrour refuge from further
pollution.
Our comments
Corrour toilet requires significant manipulation of bags of
faeces. The minimal servicing depends on users behaving
responsibly. Such a design can only be recommended in a
situation where no alternative is possible.
Cost
The custom steel chutes cost £150 and the geotextile bags cost a few pounds each. Most building
materials were donated.
All of the work, reconstruction, and negotiations have been done entirely on a voluntary basis
through the wish for Corrour to continue as an open mountain shelter.
Contact
John Cant
www.compostloos.org.uk
Photos copyright  2009 John Cant and Bert Barnett
Drawing copyright  2007 Bert Barnett
John Cant is grateful for financial support from Scotland Unltd towards travel expenses for the
development of the Corrour toilet.
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CASE STUDY 12.4 – The Cairngorm Poo Project
Cairngorm
Aviemore PH22 1RB
OS reference: NH990059
With thanks to Heather Morning for helpful discussions. The following details were
sourced from the Cairngorm website.

Summary
The Cairngorm Poo Project aims to reduce the amount of human waste being
left on the high plateau areas by asking visitors to defecate into special pots
and bags and carry their waste out to be dropped into the sewage treatment
plant at the Cairngorm car park.
The project was established in 2007 by former Cairngorm Mountain Ranger,
Heather Morning with support provided by Cairngorms National Park Authority,
Glenmore Lodge, Leader Plus and TISO.
During the months of the spring thaw, human waste starts to emerge from the
melting snow. This is not only unsightly and smelly but results in an increased
risk of illness from contaminated snow. There is a significant impact on the
local ecology and contamination of local water courses, the River Nethy and
the Loch Avon Basin [1].
The poo bags have been specially sourced for this project and are made from
corn starch. These bags break up rapidly once deposited into the treatment
facility. The pots are reusable, water and air tight containers which come with a
carrying case.
The bags and pots are supplied free of charge by the Ranger Base at the Coire
Cas Car Park. The treatment facility is situated below the lower Cas Car Park.
Details
The report below gives some of the background to the project. The latest
generation of bags are biodegradable plastic rather than water soluble. These are acceptable to the
local authority who clean out the sewage system about every 6 months. Presumably the authority is
able to cope with this grade of plastic in their more sophisticated (and warmer!) facilities.
The scheme is almost completely successful in removing human waste from the snowholing sites.
Groups and individuals appear keen to use the system. A high proportion of pots are retuned clean
and unused, but no sign of fouling was found during 2009.
There have been issues with the name of the scheme and when the bags are reprinted the scheme
will be re-branded to concentrate people’s attention on the desirable outcome rather than the problem
– perhaps “Campaign for White Snow”.
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Contact
Nic Bullivant,
Head Ranger,
Cairngorm Ranger Service,
Cairngorm Mountain,
by Aviemore, PH21 1NT.
Heather Morning reports:
“Motivated by a ‘Leave No Trace’ Course run by Cairngorm National Park, I felt that the time was right
to initiate a ‘Pack It Out’ system here in the Northern Cairngorms. Those of you who have been on
Winter Mountain Leadership course at Glenmore Lodge in the last 10 years will know that the courses
have been instrumental in doing just that. The project has worked well and been very successful in
educating mountain leaders in good practice. However a system open to the general public, easily
accessible from the main access to the Northern Cairngorms and environmentally friendly, seemed to
be the way ahead if our impact on the hill were to be minimized.
“Easy job or so I thought! We have a sewage plant here at the mountain - what could be easier than
handing out a few biodegradable bags and providing access to our sewage plant to drop them in!!
How naïve can you get? I hadn’t considered health and safety, SEPA regulations, sponsorship,
funding, management of the project and the biggest headache of all - finding a biodegradable bag that
was strong enough to hold poo but then break down easily in our sewage plant.”
“After working for 3 seasons in Antarctica, pooing into a bag seems like normal practice to me, though
I’m not sure my partner and lodger felt the same way when throughout this summer they have been
asked to provided samples for me to test various bags! I figured that the longest a bag needed to stay
together was 3 days and then a test suspending them in an old mink trap in the sewage plant would
see if they broke down easily and allowed the contents to join the rest of Cairngorm Mountain
sewage.”
“Bio bags made out of various types of starch - potato, corn and tapioca seemed the obvious choice strong enough to hold the poo, but, on test, unfortunately after 3 months did not break down to allow
the contents out. Next trial was ‘water soluble’ bags - perfect.”
“The commercial laundry business uses them all the time - the whole bag plus contents go straight
into the washing machine and, as if by magic, the bag disappears! A slight flaw became apparent in
this system when the temp of the water had to be 60º C. for the bag to break down – ooops! The first
settling tank of our sewage plant is around 5º C.”
“So what about cold water soluble bags? Perfect? Well, they break down immediately when dropped
into the sewage plant - but not so perfect if they are being used in wet conditions or come into contact
with any urine. Yes you can picture the problem out there on the plateau with a cold water soluble bag
in the pouring rain!”
“Enviro Bag,, who produce these water soluble bags kindly offered to produce one that would break
down at 40º C, allowing the poo to be held in place, but break down when submerged in the sewage
plant. However, as this product was oil-based and not vegetable-based - like the starch bags - would it
pass the scrutiny of SEPA and, more importantly, not mess up our sewage plant? SEPA is happy with
them, but, unfortunately, I’m not as I feel that any system we use has to be ‘Bomb Proof’ and as user
friendly as possible.”
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“So I’m still not quite there on the bag problem. I have various tests going on at present using moisture
absorbing material in the water-soluble bags and adding various substances to the bio-bags to
encourage a swift breakdown, including recycled chicken shit from my chucks at home!! Such has
been progress that I now feel positive that the bag problems have been sorted and we are ready to
launch the project for the winter season.”
“As of Nov 07 - the bag problem is sorted and we have available ‘bespoke’ bags ready and waiting for
people to use.”
“If you are accessing a snow hole site from the Cairngorm Ski Area I would encourage you to do your
bit for the Cairngorms and call in at the Ranger Base for your bags, a carrying pot (BHD - a light and
rigid bottle with a screw top with no chance of any leakage or smell) and pouches (if you want to carry
the pot externally it fits really easily to the compression straps on the side of your rucksack).”
“Then, when nature calls, poo in the bag, tie the top of the bag and put in the pot. On return to the car
park, follow the signs to below the bottom car park where you will find the Poo Chute where you
deposit your bag and throw the pot into the sterilizing barrel next to it. The pot can then be cleaned
and re- used for the next person.”
[1] Research conducted by Barry Forrester, Liverpool John Moores University.
One aim of Barry Forrester’s research is to obtain data on the perceptions of the health risk posed by
backcountry sanitation practices and the behaviour of people accessing the Cairngorms for winter
recreation. During 2010, he intends to interview stakeholders involved in managing human waste in
the National Park. One of the sections of the interview questionnaire relates to management and the
strategies that are acceptable and not acceptable to individual users.
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12.5 CASE STUDY - Eden Rivers Trust - NatSol composting toilets
Eden Rivers Trust Wetland Discovery Trail
Aglionby, Cumbria
We are grateful to Becky Helm of the
Eden Rivers Trust for helpful discussions.
OS reference: NY443573
Background
This wetland area is located in the Eden
River valley near Aglionby and is used as
an educational resource by the Eden
Rivers Trust.
The wetland area is located on private
land and is used by the Trust mainly
from April to October. Access is through a
series of gates (one locked). Educational projects are run from a
school house on the edge of a pond and reed bed. In October
2008, a NalSol composting toilet was installed nearby in response
to the need for improved facilities for the school parties.
Toilet installation
The toilet is a standard NatSol design and construction was
managed by the Trust. The liquid from the urine separating toilet
and urinal is drained into a soakaway behind the toilet. The solids
fall into two underground vaults.
The concrete floor of the toilet carries four hatches. The toilet pedestal replaces the hatch over the
active vault and can be switched to the other vault when the active vault becomes full. The hatches
in the foreground of the photo give access to the vaults for maintenance.
Passive ventilation is provided via a cowled chimney. The toilet is DDA accessible with appropriate
handrails provided.
Prior to putting a vault into use, a layer of Hemcore, a hemp bedding product for horses, is laid to
absorb liquid and avoid contributions sticking to the floor of the vault.
Anti-bacterial hand gels, toilet paper and wood shaving as bulking agent are provided. A moveable
plastic step is provided to help youngsters use the urinal.
Management issues
The toilet has been in operation for 18 months, albeit mainly during April - October. Up to 500
people visit the wetland per year, meaning limited use, and mainly urination.
There was initially a problem with the toilets not being used correctly, resulting in standing male
urination into the toilets. The first vault now holds an excess of urine and has had to be closed
down pending pumping out and removing the contents.
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The toilet is now highly managed, with children clearly instructed how to use the facilities. There is
very little solid material in the second vault and the staff expect the levels to remain so low as to
never need emptying. There have been no management issues as regards the use by the Trust.
Visual inspection of the active vault revealed a small pile of mixed faeces
and toilet paper. There was no sign of any degradation and the layer of
Hemcore appeared dry.
Our comments
In highly managed sites such as this, the likelihood of rubbish and
vandalism seems minimal. In a more public situation, removal of rubbish
would pose handling problems: the forward hatches would have to
opened, the offending articles forked out and the floor area cleaned. The
nooks and crannies of the hatches would quickly collect dirt and urine.
As the vaults themselves are water-tight, any mistakes in water use or
urination would rapidly lead to the vault overflowing or having to be
pumped out. Emptying the vaults from above, or by descending into
them will not be easy.
The wetland is an area with a very high water table, and subject to
flooding. In 2005, the water levels rose to the base of the bank the toilet
is built on, but remained below the base of the vaults. We wonder
whether the ground water could result in the vaults being ejected. We
wonder about the desirability of leaching urine into the ground so close
to a sensitive ecosystem, and so close to the high water table.
Considering the very low usage of the toilet and the high level of
management, most issues will be of small import, but we wonder how
well this design would fare when exposed to the full force of the
unmanaged general public.
Cost
The cost of installation was £2,000, including installation of the compost
toilet, urine soak-away, and the creation of the small path up to the toilet.
It took the contractor (a 2 person team) about 2 days to construct. The contractor used their own
mini digger, thereby avoiding the costs of digger hire. The cost of the NatSol units was as noted in
the section on NatSol in the report.
Contact
Becky Helm
Eden Rivers Trust
Units O&Q, Skirsgill Business Park
Penrith CA11 0FA
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12.6 CASE STUDY - BARNLUASGAN COMPOST TOILET
Argyll Green Woodworkers Association
Nr. Lochgilphead,
Argyll
OS reference: NR785915
The study team have not visited Barnluasgan. The
information has been sourced from the document cited
below and we are grateful to Gordon Gray-Stephens for
helpful discussions.
www.communitywoods.org/upld/The_Log_Loo.pdf
Background
Argyll Green Woodworkers Association (AGWA) was established in 1994 by a group of
enthusiasts: woodworkers, woodland owners & managers, arborists, craft workers and architects.
At Barnluasgan, in the middle of an Atlantic Oak Wood Special Area of Conservation, which is
being restored by the Forestry Commission, AGWA has developed a Woodland Centre around an
old small-holding. The Barnluasgan Centre is reached by an 800 metre track, is isolated, has no
mains services and includes:
•

an old stone cottage converted into a meeting area, complete with wood-burning stove and
basic cooking facilities.

•

an oak Cruck Frame barn, with open sides, which provides cover without removing a sense of
the outdoors.

•

a Norwegian style Log Loo, Argyll's first composting toilet.

The Barnluasgan Centre was designed for educational use, and the ‘log loo’ is a demonstration of
the benefits of using local timber and of sustainable practices. Building a compost toilet from round
logs fitted well with a number of AGWA’s objectives: some members were very keen to build a
round log building, and a toilet was needed to cater for public and educational events.
The building is open year round and caters for events of up to 50 people and occasional passersby. The location is not on a public walking route.
Toilet installation
The building is on two levels, allowing public access on the upper and maintenance access on the
lower. The basement is built from block with stone facing, providing three chambers, each 5ft x 4ft
x 4ft. The upper structure is a hand scribed round log building under a turf roof.
The toilet pedestal and urinal discharge into the chambers, which are concrete lined. Urine is
directed to a chamber filled with straw and then discharged to a soakaway.
Solid waste and sawdust soak empty into a second chamber, and a third chamber can be used in
alternation.
Access is via an outer door, then dismountable slats. Ducting for a solar fan was put in place but
the fan has not been found necessary.
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There is the usual problem of accumulating rubbish. The use is low and there is no expectation of
having to remove the solids in the near future.
Cost
The building was erected in 1999-2000. The total cost for materials and (paid) labour came to
£21,000 plus much volunteer effort.
Contact
Gordon Gray-Stephens
Old Poltalloch
Kilmartin
Argyll, PA31 8RQ
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12.7 CASE STUDY - Sunart Oakwoods – NatSol compost toilet
Sunart Oakwoods,
Salen,
Ardnamurchan & Morvern
OS reference: NM695673

The study team have not visited Sunart.
The information has been sourced from
the document cited below and we are
grateful to Chris Morgan of Locate
Architects and Richard Livett, the builder,
for helpful discussions.
www.locatearchitects.co.uk/salen.htm
Background
Following an approach from the Sunart Oakwoods Initiative, Locate Architects were appointed to
design a stand-alone facility located next to the existing amenity building at Sgoil na Coille in the
woodland at Salen, near Acharacle in Ardnamurchan. With no services to this remote site, the toilet
allows the main building to be used for whole-day events, whereas previously activities had to be
more restricted.
The tiny building was completed in April 2007 and was constructed primarily from Larch and
Douglas Fir cladding and horizontal board roof. The roof, footings and balustrade details were
designed to match the existing amenity building.
The timber was harvested from within a few metres of the site, and used untreated. The all-timber
external look is complemented internally with neat linings and finishes. Special efforts were made
to create a pleasant interior to allay any initial resistance to the idea.
The building is accessible to all abilities with plenty of natural
light and an eye level window when seated to provide a loo with
a view!
About 10 events are held in the area each year, with around 50
participants, mainly children.
Toilet installation
The building features a sheltered area for prams and a retreat
from the rain, while the compost toilet itself is a proprietary model
by NatSol.
There is no water supply, so hand cleansing is by anti-bacterial gel. Photovoltaic panels feed a
battery to provide light when needed.
The internal view shows the toilet pedestal on the right. Being a twin vault, this unit swaps annually
with the soak bin to its side. A urinal is provided and the timber flooring
is removable for access to the chambers beneath.
SEPA were apparently not happy with the NatSol drainage of urine to a simple leachfield and
insisted that it be lined with a membrane at a depth of 600mm.
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The leachfield as installed measures 5m x 8m and comprises a polythene sheet, 100 mm of gravel,
100 mm of sand, and is back-filled with soil. The leachfield is located on difficult peaty sloping
ground and the slope leads to a garden.
Rain water from the roof is combined with the urine from the toilet and both discharge into the
leachfield, the idea being to dilute the urine.
Sunart Oakwoods Initiative is very happy with the NatSol system. The use of the toilet is very low
and after 2 years of running, one of the vaults is half full while the pedestal has been moved over
to the second vault to allow the first to rest. We understand that there is no maintenance schedule
established, wood shavings tend to get spread around, and the fixtures and fittings are beginning
to show wear in the damp surroundings.
Our comments
Small systems with low footfall seem to pose little in the way of management problems, other than
the need for regular cleaning.
Even for small systems, the concentrated urine and leachate can still lead to pollution of ground
water or watercourse and must be treated. Although a lined leachfield can help to protect the
groundwater from pollution, the leachfield is more likely to flood and cause anaerobic conditions in
the soil, preventing the soil organisms and the leachfield from functioning properly. The overland
surface flow could still cause water pollution.
The practice of combining rain water with excreta is no longer permitted. The rain water will
quickly flood the leachfield and will result in a large volume of water becoming polluted.
SEPA and EA guidelines state that rainwater and surface water must be kept separate from
sewage, urine and excreta. All new buildings and developments require separate management of
rainwater and surface water.
We suggest that rainwater be separated and allowed to drain elsewhere on site. This will reduce
the volume requiring treatment by the leachfield and the drier conditions will improve its
functioning. The treatment capacity of the leachfield can be enhanced through the use of fungi and
suitable plants and trees that can help to remove the nutrients and a portion of the volume.
Cost
Approximately £15,000
Contact
Chris Morgan
Locate Architects
The Cobbler’s Studio
19 Caledonian Place
Dunblane
FK15 9AF
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FVL – LAG: A Study into the Provision of Sustainable Toilets
in Remote Rural Locations
CASE STUDY – Inverlochlarig
Balquhidder
Perthshire
OS NN446184
We are grateful to Alan Clarke for helpful
discussions.
Background
A public road runs west from the A84 at
Kingshouse for 12 kilometres into
Balquhidder Glen with Loch Voil running
alongside for much of this distance.
Despite its beauty, we understand that
relatively few people travel beyond the
village of Balquhidder, which is 3 Kms from Kingshouse. The main attractions are Monachyle Mhor
Hotel, the home of Rob Roy MacGregor, and the 5 Munros located at the head of the glen.
At the road head, known as Inverlochlarig, the farmer has built and maintains a car park and
shelter for the use of walkers. There is no toilet provision, however, and the nearby woods have
become an open-air loo for those caught short coming off the hills.
Alan Clarke, director of the Balquhidder, Lochearnhead and Strathtyre Community Trust has
undertaken a great deal of voluntary research and negotiation on behalf of the community in an
effort to improve sanitation at Inverlochlarig. The Community Trust took on this project as they
were part of the Loch Lomond and The Trossachs National Park Authority (LLTTNPA) Community
Partnership and provision of toilet facilities was in both the local and LLTTNPA plans. LLTTNPA
put this project forward to receive funding via Glasgow Caledonian Business School as part of “Kit
Out the Park” programme that provided technological input to various park projects. The money
allocated for this project was jointly funded from the following organisations, the LLTTNPA / SNH
Natural Heritage Grant Scheme and FVL LEADER.
Some measurement of usage has been carried out using a pressure pad under the road (assuming
3 people per car) and under the path adjacent to the stile. Approximately 6,000 people visit
Inverlochlarig each year, with 52% of the visitors arriving on the weekend. Alan Clarke estimates
that visitors using the car park could potentially leave 15,000 litres of urine and 1,000 litres of solids
each year, based on values of 50% and 25% respectively.
There is general agreement about the need for a toilet facility and
the farmer (who is also the landowner) is agreeable to this. A
proposal put forward by Glasgow Caledonian University and Rubrix
Solutions Ltd. suggests the use of a metal shipping container,
around 10ft tall and 8ft wide, and clad in Scottish wood to help it
blend into the environment.
The proposed container would sit on top of a Kingsley-Clivus
composting toilet [5.2]
http://www.rubixsolutions.co.uk/9.html
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A solar panel would be used to supply 24-hour light and power, with small fans to disperse odour.
Hand gel (or alcohol sprays) and toilet paper would be replenished weekly.
To date this proposal has foundered due to lack of understanding of the process and detail as
regards to planning and environmental protection issues, and lack of guarantees.
Site Description / Design Considerations
The car park and shelter are situated on lower ground to the south of the road (image below).
As the area is potentially subject to flooding, Planning and
Building Control would only permit a facility to be built on higher
ground to the north of the road. Some tree screening would also
be required.
It is not clear how much use is made of the shelter and it might
be possible to rebuild the shelter as a toilet. However, the shelter
sits on a concrete slab base and the roof trusses would most
likely interfere with the space required for a compost toilet. There
would also be access difficulties and problems draining leachate
in any direction other than westward into some trees and boggy
ground.
Opposite the car park is a stile over a stone wall (top image),
leading to the start of a track continuing up the glen. About 30
metres to the west is a small quarry which provides yet another
possible location for a toilet facility, although it is situated some
distance from the track and the stile.
Critical elements for a decision include the depth required for a composter beneath the toilet,
access to the composter and the provision of disabled access, requiring a 1 in 12 ramp. Ground
conditions, soil profile, depth of rock, method of disposal of leachate or urine will also have to be
taken into account.
With annual rainfall of 3000 mm, careful attention needs to be given to drainage around the
building. Surface water would have to be directed to the south side of the track via the gully
running down the east side of the path and under the road.
Maintenance:
The following costs were obtained for maintenance and cleaning of the public toilets:
•

A local cleaner quoted £10,000 per annum.

•

The Community Trust estimated that £5,000 per annum would be required to carry out
cleaning and maintenance of the public toilets.

•

A business plan for the facility allows for £31,000 per annum design and build and £5,000
per annum maintenance and cleaning over a period of 3 years.

There is only one Ranger covering the area but he does take responsibility for litter and waste
collection.
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Experience and Lessons Learned
•

Although money was available to take the project to completion, no building or Rubix toilets
were purchased and no money was spent as the process faltered at the Planning stage as
the Community Trust could not obtain sufficient design detail from the partner organisations
and supplier of the toilets to meet Planning and Building Control requirements.

•

The Community Trust, due to their lack of experience, would have benefited if the partner
organisations that had more experience would have taken a more proactive role and guided
the Trust through the process for which they were totally unfamiliar.

•

There was a lack of understanding about the process of getting a public toilet approved by
the Authorities (i.e. obtaining Planning permission, Building Warrant, SEPA approval).

•

The members of the Community Trust did not know anything about composting toilets or
public toilet design at the beginning and found out what they could from the Net. They had
wrongly assumed that the Partner Organisations would provide the expertise and that the
supplier would provide the detail design required for Planning and Building Control.

•

This project faltered at the time due mainly to lack of knowledge about dry / composting
toilets and drainage considerations.

•

Detailed drawings could not be provided by the suppliers to meet Building Control standards
for either the building or the toilets.

•

The supplier provided a limited guarantee covering building faults found in the first year.

•

Management and maintenance requirements were unclear

•

Responsibility for the long-term management and maintenance of the public facilities were
unclear. Local Authorities do not have a statutory duty to provide public toilets and they have
difficulty maintaining the public toilets currently on their books. They were not interested in
taking on any new projects and did not offer any support or advice.
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Recommendations to Others
The single most important point Alan Clarke would recommend to others would be to get some
proper consultation on the subject at the start.
He would also strongly recommend that any new project be done in two phases, with separate
funding for each, and multiple tenders for each:
(i)

A design phase, with technical consultation, resulting in a set of architectural drawings
and specifications, drainage drawings and specifications that can be submitted to obtain
planning permission and building warrant.

(ii)

A construction and installation phase, by providing the output from the first phase to
local builders.

(iii)

Cleaning and maintenance is an important and critical issue, and this should be sorted
out before the second phase. If the Local Authority is not willing or able to carry out this
service then alternative arrangements will need to be in place.

Next Steps
The experience and lessons learned are valuable and with good design and the information
gathered during the process, it is possible to address all the above points.
There are suitable, sustainable toilet and drainage options for this site although a design process
will be required to choose the most appropriate one for this particular site.
Since there is still a requirement for public toilets in Inverlochlarig, we suggest that it would be
worthwhile to pursue this project again and make it a success!
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FVL – LAG: A Study into the Provision of Sustainable Toilets
in Remote Rural Locations. Case Study 12.9
Report on Forestry Commission Toilets
Allean, Tay Forest Park, near Pitlochry
Faskally, near Pitlochry
We are grateful to Chris Ford, Colin Pielou, Steven Wassall, Alan
Stevenson and Stuart Chalmers of the Forestry Commission and
Les Cairns from Premier Hygienic Ltd. for helpful discussions.
Background
The Forestry Commission manages about 50 toilets in rural
Scotland. Faced with the realisation that these toilets need to
meet the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) Standards, much
effort has been put into researching how to meet legal
requirements, together with ameliorating other problems relating
to rural toilet provision.
The main motivations to invest in modern facilities were:

•

Provision of toilets is one of our customers top 'asks' in visitor surveys

•

Social inclusion.

•

Providing facilities that are open 24 hours, 52 weeks of the year to help support rural
economies (tourism) - especially during the off-season / shoulder months when services
have often been lacking in Scotland.

•

Increasing the standard of provision to meet or exceed customer expectations.

•

Attempting to eliminate anti-social behaviour.

Design considerations

•

The building needed to incorporate a sustainable design constructed of Forestry Commission
Scotland (FCS) timber which should also meet the Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC)
certified standard [G].

•

The design also needed to provide a cost effective solution which reduced the need for
traditional, heavy, purpose-built foundations.

•

Eight new toilet facilities are planned but more may be required. The hope is to produce a
standard design that can be deployed efficiently and cost-effectively to replace existing
toilets.

The FCS has been concerned about safety issues arising from unattended structures being left
open to the general public. Internal rooms cause problems with squatters and have led to safety
issues for users. These concerns have been allayed by designing a simple building with single
rooms whose doors open directly to the outside world.
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Another concern was designing toilets so that they can remain open throughout the year without
the use of mains power. At other facilities, pipes, taps and hand cleaning wipes have frozen up
during the winter. Also, biodegradable hand wipes do not degrade quickly.
A collaboration between the Forestry Commission and Premier Hygienic Ltd. has produced a
design of the upper structure that uses structural insulating panels (SIP - an oriented strand board /
polystyrene foam sandwich) creating a highly insulated building. There are hopes to source a more
environmentally-sound product, replacing the polystyrene with wood fibre.
A composting toilet was the obvious solution to water freezing, but the most appropriate technology
has not yet been decided.
Prototypes
Earlier, Chris Ford, Forestry Commission Planning Manager for the Tay Forest District, had
developed prototype systems at Allean and Faskally. Designs supplied by architects were priced at
over £100,000 whereas the prototypes were built for £20,000. The cost of a final model may lie in
somewhere between these figures.
The Allean prototype was a conversion of a 20-30 year old Speymouth building to a composting
unit, but it is unlikely this will be replicated. For future installations, a completely new building plus
basement composting system is envisaged..
The two new prototypes which meet the new standard were installed at Fascally and Glenmore,
but only the former is detailed below. The lessons learned from all three prototypes have fed into
the design of the new generation of units.
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CASE STUDY – Kingsley Clivus system
ALLEAN
Forestry Commission
Tay Forest Park
OS: NN857601
Background
Allean is just west of the popular ‘Queen’s View’.
There is a more extensive network of forest walks
accessible from Allean than from Queens View, and
the car parking is free.
The number of visitors per year is estimated at 6,000.
Site
Allean was an existing site with access but no services. The original system consisted of flush
toilets with a septic tank which were not DDA compliant. These were not able to be opened during
the winter months due to freezing water and pipes even though there was an on-going demand for
such services.
Composting toilets were chosen to enable the facility to be
opened all year. The DDA-compliant system consists of 2
unisex toilets and one unisex disabled toilet. The building is on
two levels, with easy access to the basement area. A cut-off
drain right around the building protects the site from runoff. The
construction did not require planning permission since it was an
existing site.
The building is of wooden construction mounted on white
painted blockwork, which contains the composting units at the
basement level. The roof is corrugated with clear plastic
skylights. Although the interior is finished with a dark, gloss
finish wood stain, the building is very airy / well ventilated and is
quite bright despite relying entirely on light entering through the
half glazed roof.
Wood is used throughout and has the property of absorbing
odours and maintaining the smell of wood. Cheap wood is used
for the floors, which are replaced every few years or as required.
Vandalism is low on most of the Forestry Commission sites, but occasionally they are subject to
graffiti. The vandalism experienced previously when the flush toilets were in operation was
attributed to frustration that the facilities were not open in winter. There has been no vandalism
reported since the composting toilet has been made operational.
Three of the four compost toilets are accessed via an open corridor / deck. The fourth disabled
toilet is located on the north side of the building, but there is no signage to indicate it is there.
There is a sign on the south side explaining ‘Green’ Toilets and how to use the hand wipes.
A photovoltaic panel is located higher up the hillside in a firebreak. Presumably this supplies power
for a fan on the compost toilet, but we could hear no fan operating.
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The building and surrounding area are well maintained and there was no sign of vandalism. The
cleaning is carried out under contract twice a week in summer, and once per week in winter.
Toilet installation
Kingsley Clivus Oasis OA2 composters were chosen and positioned so as to obtain good access
to the vaults. The composters have a sloping floor, draining to a lower compartment. The tanks
have a leachate waste compartment, which would normally have to be pumped out.
The Clivus design was improved by retrofitting an overflow pipe to drain the liquid accumulating in
the composting chamber into the existing septic tank, which discharges to a soakaway located in
the forest. This modification has been a significant improvement, eliminating the smells.
The toilets are supplied with sawdust as soak material. The septic tank will be emptied when it fills,
although this has not yet been required. The composting vaults have not yet needed to be emptied.
The compost toilets at Allean are now open year round, and are easy to manage and clean.
Our comments:
The disabled toilet dispenser was functional but it was impossible to pull wipes from the dispenser
in the three standard toilets (these may have been frozen or locked). The toilets were clean and
well stocked. The diagram of the composting toilet and how to use it was clear. It would be useful
to have better signage noting that there is a disabled toilet.
The Kingsley Clivus system offers a completely self-contained treatment system - there is no
drainage to a leachfield or other external processing. While in theory this protects the environment
completely, the composting system is vulnerable to overflow, and the accumulating liquid - urine
and compost leachate - tends to stagnate and produce unpleasant odours.
The addition of an overflow that runs excess liquid to an existing septic tank nearby has eliminated
these problems in the toilet block itself, but in fact, just pushes the problem elsewhere - the septic
tank will need to be monitored for overflow, and pumped out when full. The septic tank, as a
permanent arrangement would require further treatment prior to discharge to either land or
watercourse and the solids contained in the septic tank would need to be emptied once a year.
While the modification to the Kingsley Clivus system has provided a short-term solution, the
existence of an old septic tank is clearly a fortuitous special case. The modification required at
Allean emphasises the need to always consider worst case scenarios - such as potential overflow and provide a solution to them.
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CASE STUDY – Septic tank and leachfield
FASKALLY
Forestry Commission
OS: NN921591
Background
Faskally car park is located 2 kilometres NW of
Pitlochry on the road that leads to Killiecrankie, the
Queen’s View and Tummel Bridge. It serves an
attractive ‘Forest Walks’ area and is on the popular
Pitlochry path network.
The number of visitors per year is estimated at
60,000.
Site
The recently opened flush toilets at Faskally were also installed on an existing site, but required
Planning permission. The site has good access and mains water. The old structure, being a
wooden building with two rooms (a room within a room), was considered to be unsafe. The new
design uses exterior doors opening directly into the toilet.
The building is of solid wooden construction with larch panelling, a
tile roof, and clear corrugated plastic skylights. The surrounds and
access path are nicely finished. The walls are 3–4 cm thick and
built from six structural insulation panels (SIPs). These are vandal
proof, easy to install and provide excellent insulation. The aim was
to keep the toilets open year round
Floors are water proof and clad with untreated tongue and groove
pine timbers. Wood is a natural deodorant and absorbs odours.
Rough sawn untreated timbers are easy to deploy and cheap to
replace.
The interior has been painted with masonry paint. This has proven
to be a cheap and low maintenance answer to graffiti, which is
always a significant headache with unattended toilets.
Being located in a forest, photovoltaic and wind power were ruled
out. Background heating is provided by a propane heater, and the
gas supply is also used to recharge a battery. The gas tanks are
located at the rear of the building in a discreet locked steel service
area.
The interior is very well presented and bright, thanks to the skylight and white walls. There is a
pleasant ‘ambience’ due to background heating: warm air is ducted through the building and the
batteries supply trace heating via heat tape. Heat tape is an electrical heating element run in
physical contact along the length of pipes. The pipes are then covered with thermal insulation to
limit heat loss. The heating system also indirectly keeps the toilet seat warm.
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Toilet installation
Faskally now comprises two unisex toilets and one unisex disabled access toilet. The hand basins
and toilets drain to a septic tank which discharges to a soakaway located in the forest. The septic
tank will be emptied once a year or as required.
Urinals were not provided as these have proven smelly and difficult to clean. Unisex toilets were
chosen as they were found to be kept cleaner by users of both sexes.
The toilets are roomy, clean and bright. The wash basin and pedestal are made from a grey resin,
designed to withstand abuse. A paper towel dispenser provides towels and a black bin liner bag for
waste paper was tied to an adjacent rail. There was running water in the sinks, but no soap.
Cleaning is done under contract twice a week in summer, once a week in winter.
Our comments:
The door is thick, well fitted and quite heavy. We wonder if the difficulty of opening complies with
DDA requirements. The untreated floors are already accumulating dirt.
We did not locate the soakaway to which the septic tank discharges, but we understand it is in the
forest. Checks should be made to ensure that seepage from the soakaway will not contaminate
either ground water or the nearby pond and watercourse.
The construction is clearly very new and details such as the lack of soap dispenser and signage
are no doubt work in progress. This facility is a huge improvement on current levels of provision in
rural areas.
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12.10 CASE STUDY - Loch Garten Osprey Centre
RSPB Scotland
Abernethy Nature Reserve
Nethybridge
Inverness-shire
PH25 3EF
OS reference:
The study team have not visited Loch Garten. Richard Thaxton, Site
Manager-Loch Garten, Scotland has very kindly sent this report and
photographs which we reproduce verbatim.
Background
The Osprey Centre receives 35,000 visitors each spring & summer season,
(1st April to end-August). It is a remote site with no mains water, sewerage or
power, and is a heavily designated site. This had precluded any form of toilets,
including septic tank options owing to the likely nutrient enrichment of
surrounding habitats from septic tank run-off. Only with the advent of
composting toilet technology, was it possible to provide toilets.
Toilet design, working & maintenance
Planning issues & building regulations meant that our visitor reception / toilet
block building could only be of limited size. This restricted the size of the
composting chambers that could be used. Our toilets consist of:
Gents
Ladies
Disabled persons

three urinals and one toilet bowl
four toilet bowls
one toilet bowl

The Gents & Disabled toilet facilities empty into one composter tank, the ladies
facilities into another.
The tank is divided into two chambers, with a sloping floor between the two
halves. The liquids run down the slope and drain into the lower sump chamber.
Solid material remains in the upper chamber.
At the end of each day, a few handfuls of softwood shavings are put down each
toilet bowl. This not only improved the aesthetics for users the following day, but
also more importantly keeps the waste pile loose and aerated, which facilitates
the breakdown of material.
We have low power fans in the toilet roof, (powered by a generator & battery inverter system which
provides all the power needs for the Osprey Centre), which draw air, carbon dioxide, water vapour
and odours out of the tanks, vented out through the roof. This throughput of air is vital to the
breakdown process. At sites without power, alternative sources of power to drive fans could come
from small roof-mounted wind turbines or photovoltaic cells – we are currently exploring both of
these alternative options.
In Strathspey, with potentially low temperatures from October onwards, microbial breakdown will
slow. The low-energy fans running 24/7 help the breakdown process to continue.
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The fans prevent the toilets from smelling. They draw air etc. from the tanks,
drawn down from the toilet bowls, effectively pulling odours away from the toilet
user. This can be seen by (carefully!) holding, say a cigarette or a match at the
toilet seat and you will see the plume of smoke drawn away from you, down into
the tanks.
In our case, it took an initial season for the breakdown culture of bacteria and
other microbes etc. to become established. An accelerant can be added to the
tanks to help develop the culture medium. For example, DWT 360 Waste
Digester & Odour Eliminator, which consists of selectively adapted strains of
bacteria designed to digest the compounds in toilet composting systems, vault
toilets and septic tanks.
Having removed some material and stored it in a plastic dustbin for six months,
I then had some samples tested by Scottish Agricultural College (SAC) and ecoli, salmonella, and other pathogens etc could not be found at all!
Our toilets are only used from April to August. They are closed from September
to end of March. This gives a six-month period (without further contributions)
for the material to break down. Once the waste has composted it is not
particularly smelly and does not resemble human waste at all, looking and
smelling just like earth or commercially bought potting compost. If you
presented someone with a bucket of this material, they would not readily identify
it as human waste. When in this composted condition, any maintenance tasks
or removal of the material is not especially unpleasant, no more so (in fact
probably less so) than working with farmyard manure or when mucking out a
stable.
However, our site constraints have meant that our chambers are relatively small (shallow). This
results in a conical accumulation of waste material beneath each toilet bowl chute. Gradually this
heap gets closer to the toilet bowl chute and it is necessary to knock this over and rake the
material flat. This is an extremely unpleasant task because the waste material is fresh and
contains some sanitary napkins etc too. In our case, this involves entering the toilet block
basement, opening inspection hatches and reaching in with a long handled rake to level the waste
piles. The rake is stored after use, in a strong bleach solution.
The above task can be avoided if tanks are as big as site conditions allow. Depending on volume
of usage and the size of the tanks, it might never be necessary to undertake the above raking
maintenance. From my experience, the bigger the tanks-the better.
As the sump fills with liquids, this is periodically pumped out by a North of Scotland Water Authority
(NOSWA) tanker. Large tanks would negate this too.
Small tanks require us to remove material before each visitor season. Having closed to visitors in
late August, the material is left in situ until the end of February when, in the run up to a new
season, we remove most of the material, leaving enough to continue the cocktail of breakdown
culture. From within the toilet basement chamber, material is shovelled from the inspection
hatches into plastic dustbins with clip-shut lids. This we store for a further six months before it is
used as a fertiliser. As mentioned above, remove of material at this stage is relatively innocuous.
We have no water at our site. Hand washing is by moist hand-wipes, which are anti-bacterial, antifungal, anti viral etc. These are in bucket-like dispensers fixed to the wall in each toilet.
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The composting toilets at Loch Garten have proven a great success. Firstly, by enabling us to
provide toilets for staff, volunteers and visitors, when before there were none, except a single
chemical Elsan closet.
They have proven to be an attraction in their own right! Visitors are curious about the technology
and we use them as an interpretative tool to convey environmental messages as part of the greencredentials package the Osprey Centre demonstrates. The toilets convey three key messages to
visitors
•
•
•

Water conservation – they don’t use any
Recycling – use is made of the composted waste
Habitat protection & site safeguard – there is no run-off; it is a total containment system.

An interpretative panel explaining the above is fixed to the inside of each cubicle door, so users
cannot help but get the message.
In 2003, the Osprey Centre was awarded Gold in the Green Tourism Business Scheme, reawarded again in 2005 and again in 2009. This was in part based on the composting toilet
provision for visitors. They have been visited by many others agencies and individuals, looking for
similar solutions to toilet provision in remote locations.
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12.11 Report on site visits to Balloch and East Loch Lomond on 27 January, 2010
We are grateful to Bridget Jones,
Claire Travis and Sharon Jump of
the Loch Lomond & The Trossachs
National Park Authority for helpful
discussions.
The information presented here is
the result of discussions with team
members who had just taken on
National Park Authority owned toilet facilities and associated sewage treatment arrangements.
Background information was limited due to this change in management structures.
Background
Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park (LLTNPA) is Scotland’s first National Park,
established in July 2002 and covers 720 square miles to the north of Glasgow and west of Stirling.
Loch Lomond is the largest expanse of freshwater in Great Britain. In the north, the loch is deep
and narrow, bounded by steep-sided mountains. Further south it spills into a panorama of islands.
To the west, the ‘Arrochar Alps’ look over the Argyll Forest to the south. The Trossachs is an
area of wild glens and sparkling lochs between Callander and Aberfoyle, while Breadalbane is a
land of giants: Ben Lui, Ben Challum, Ben More and Ben Vorlich are some of Scotland’s finest
Munro peaks, lining the route from Tyndrum to Killin and down through Glen Ogle.
The proximity of this exceptional natural environment to the large urban centres of Stirling and
Glasgow gives rise to particularly difficult management problems. The road leading from Drymen
through Balmaha to Rowardennan is a dead-end with limited parking, resulting in considerable
traffic congestion and visitor frustration.
Anti-social behaviour linked to informal camping and vehicular based access is an issue at peak
times during hot sunny weekends or holiday periods along the east shore of Loch Lomond and
other areas in the Park. There is currently a proposal to introduce camping byelaws to East Loch
Lomond to restrict camping to designated sites only, which are designed to cope with the
pressures and demands in this area of the Park.
The ever increasing demand for access to the area and to Ben Lomond – up to 1000 people can
climb the mountain on a good weekend - has led to considerable concern for the protection of the
serenity, quality and beauty of the National Park.
East Loch Lomond, from Drymen to Rowardennan, and including Ben Lomond are part of a joint
management approach to tackle visitor pressure involving the LLTNPA, Police, the Forestry
Commission, community and Council. A visitor management plan has been developed and looks at
tackling a wide range of issues including toilet provision, car parking, traffic management, informal
camping and signage and information provision.
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Toilet installations
Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park is responsible for 10 toilet systems around Loch
Lomond, with Stirling Council taking responsibility for three others.
While the study team were asked to look particularly at toilet provision along the eastern shoreline
of Loch Lomond, there are also toilet installations on the western shores at Luss (x3), Inveruglas
(septic tank), Firkin Point (septic tank) and Tarbet.
A full range of toilet systems is to be found along the eastern shore of Loch Lomond. Although
there is mains water and mains electricity provision, there is no mains sewage connection. The
Youth Hostel is served by a Klargester mechanical treatment plant [G], the Rowardennan car park
uses a septic tank and leachfield, a caravan park uses a septic tank and above-ground leachfield
system, Milarrochy car park and boat slipway relies on an alarmed cesspit, while InchCailloch
Island is served by a composting toilet.
Toilet cleaning and tank emptying are undertaken by contractors.
Many of these toilet installations discharge, finally, into the loch and its surroundings.
Rowardennan Youth Hostel
Discussions with the manager of the Youth Hostel indicated that the Youth Hostel is normally full
throughout most of the year. Daily occupancy is typically 75 persons during the summer and 60 on
average during the winter when the Youth Hostel is rented out to groups. Parking is for Youth
Hostel guests only.
Grey water from kitchens, sinks and showers most likely joins the black water from the toilets.
Treatment is via a sizeable Klargester package plant whose capacity we estimate at 20m3 (75 x
200 litres + 30%). Package treatment plants are an electrically-powered alternative to a septic tank
and typically use rotating blades or drums with aeration to improve the decomposition of sewage
by bacteria and enhance the quality of the treated effluent that is discharged. Package plants can
provide up to secondary treatment standards while septic tanks can only provide primary
treatment. Outlet from the package plant is discharged directly to the loch via a cast iron pipe.
Our comments:
Although a mechanical treatment plant discharging to a loch may have been acceptable at the time
of installation, standards have become much tighter, especially with regard to sensitive water
environments and, wherever possible, standards of existing systems should be improved. It would
reduce the impact on the loch if the discharge first passed through a wetland system, providing a
much higher standard of treatment.
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Rowardennan Car Park
Up to 1,000 people may climb Ben Lomond on a busy day, typically starting from this parking area.
The car park includes a securely locked, sizeable toilet block with
baby changing facilities (according to a notice). Power and mains
water are supplied and there is a security alarm fitted on the
building.
The car parking is in use year round, but the toilet is closed
during the winter. We understand that there are hopes to
maintain the toilet open year round in future.
The mains water to the parking area and the Youth Hostel
appears to be supplied via an exposed plastic 63 mm alkathene
pipe that continues to the Youth Hostel. This pipe would be very easy to damage and could be
susceptible to freezing.
Five inspection chambers appear to give access to roof and surface water drainage. We were
bemused by the number of these chambers. A downpipe was blocked and overflowing, suggesting
that an internal cold water tank is overflowing.
We surmise that a septic tank is positioned very close to the building (unusual) and the tank
discharges through a cast iron pipe that crosses the burn and disappears into the woodland. We
understand that the septic tank is emptied every 9 days (very unusual).
We learned from the consultant involved in an earlier project that the toilets at Rowardennan car
park were originally composting, but these were too easily flooded and have now been removed. A
hydrogeological study undertook about 14 trial digs and found excellent deep sand deposits
between the assumed rocks. The septic tank now discharges into an engineered subsurface
infiltration system.
The toilet system relies on water efficiency measures to reduce the effluent volume. A low 4.5 litre
toilet flush was used but the consultant thinks that incorrect toilet cisterns were installed. The
urinals were air-flush and the supplier for the urinals and the toilet pedestals was the Green
Building Store.
Our comments:
It will be valuable to confirm the functioning of this toilet system and identify the discharge from the
toilet block. Any discharge to the loch should be treated to tertiary standards and this could be
achieved by a small wetland located in the adjacent woodland.
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Sallochy
There is currently a car parking area at Sallochy and this is the proposed location for a
campground and public toilet facilities. The oval track car park has been formed in an area
separate from the surrounding SSSI-designated scrubby / boggy woodland. The site is owned and
managed by the Forestry Commission Scotland.
During the summer, there can be around 300 vehicle tents per
month, and up to 200 visitors to the car park can be expected on a
busy day. A future development will be the establishment of 25
camping ‘pods’, accommodating up to 100 campers.
Discussions with a local resident suggested Sallochy has become
a site for ‘wild camping’ and has become a significant nuisance,
attracting violence and disorderly behaviour. Evidence from
Milarrochy suggests that the establishment of a presence and
infrastructure discourages undesirables and wild camping.
We noted that the car park level is very close to the water level of
the loch, and any installation would need to take careful note of the presence of ground water.
Design considerations will need to include the prevention of pollution to the ground water and
overcoming the construction difficulties on a site with a high water table and boggy ground
conditions. The negative impact of the contamination of ground water by unregulated urination and
defecation is significant and it is important that public toilets be installed in this location.
A “be a responsible camper” notice tells readers to bury their own waste. This is not appropriate
advice for SSSI woodland with high ground water close to a loch.
The highest point is the south east rise of the external perimeter of the parking oval and a toilet
facility could be positioned there against the woods, minimising the impact on views of the loch and
setting the structure on the highest ground available.
Bridget Jones suggested that a more ‘experimental’ system could be provided for campers along
the shore extending from the car parking area. As they would be camping at some distance from
the parking area, campers may be disinclined to walk to the car park toilet and a simpler toilet
installation could be provided nearby.
Our comments:
As power and mains water is available, one possibility would be the installation of low-flush
standard toilets built on a mound as high as possible while still allowing disabled access. A small
powered package plant would treat the sewage and the discharge would be processed through a
small, lined wetland treatment system with final discharge to the protected woodland.
The higher the building, the lower the likelihood of problems with ground water and the greater the
ease of gravity-fed treatment. A higher building could still allow disabled access through the
addition of a ramp. The package plant and wetland could be located in a fenced-off area in the
central space of the parking area. Final discharge to woodland may have to be pumped, with a fallback of final discharge to the loch. SSSI assent would be required for final discharge to the
woodland.
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Another possibility would be using composting toilets, as have been installed on InchCailloch, with
a disabled access ramp, although the height of the structure necessary to accommodate such
toilets may be an issue.
Using composting toilets will minimise water usage and the resulting leachate can be treated to
tertiary standards in a smaller wetland than required for the flush toilet system, prior to discharge
into the woodland. A well insulated composting toilet will avoid the use of a mechanical treatment
plant and its on-going power requirements.
Since power will be available on the site it may be possible to increase the efficiency of the
composting process and evaporation of the leachate by increasing the internal temperature of the
building, thereby further reducing any discharge to the environment.
Cashell Caravan Park
The extensive caravan park at Cashell Farm includes a sizeable security code-controlled toilet
block with discharge to a septic tank and then what we surmise to be a sizeable pumped
leachfield. The caravan park is managed by Forest Holidays.
The septic tank also receives chemical toilet waste from the caravans through the provision of a
tipping point above the septic tank.
Our comments:
If we are correct about the leachfield, it would benefit from being planted with wetland plant
species. If it is unlined, it would also be possible to plant willow trees. We wonder about the public
safety of the leachfield (which is protected from access by a simple fence), its efficacy on the edge
of the loch, the hygiene of the chemical toilet tipping point, and the impact of the chemicals on the
bacteria in the septic tank.
Milarrochy Bay Car Park and Boat Launch (installed 1993)
A sizeable information centre and toilet block has been installed at
Milarrochy Bay car park and boat slipway. The building was locked
but is staffed when open. Opening hours are 9:00 to 16:00.
The flush toilets discharge to a 15m3 cesspool that requires
emptying up to three times per week in high season. Alarm
systems alert permanent staff to overflow problems and the fallback is a direct discharge to the loch.
The larger parking area accommodates 50 cars, while a smaller
area to the north accommodates 30 cars. Up to 300 toilet uses per
day in high season is estimated.
We understand that the cesspool is to be removed and replaced with a fully automatic mechanical
treatment plant [G] in May 2010.
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Our comments:
Cesspools are normally illegal in Scotland but clearly the exceptional circumstances of permanent
staff and alarm systems have allowed this collection method to be used. The installation appears to
us very fragile and very expensive. This has been recognised by the LLTNPA and the site is to be
upgraded in May 2010.
If a suitable, cheaper system is established at Sallochy, any lessons learned there could be
retrospectively applied at Milarrochy to provide a cheaper and more robust system. Given the cost
of replacement or addition of a new cesspool and its high running costs, we suggest that other
options be considered prior to purchase.
Inchcailloch (installed 2005)
A double toilet Phoenix system installed at Port Bawm on Inchcailloch Island, which is located
within a 5 minute boat trip from Balmaha. This toilet is the subject of a separate Case Study [12.1].
Balmaha Public Convenience
The Balmaha public convenience consisted of solid buildings that were unlit and locked. The toilet
is owned by Stirling council and its current operation is under discussion between the LLTNPA and
the Council.
Our comments:
Simple exterior lighting and a better appearance would make such facilities less forbidding even
when locked and would reduce the ease of vandalism around the area.
General comments
Power, mains water and vehicle access are available all along East Loch Lomond, reducing the
difficulties of infrastructure provision and allowing more treatment options to be considered.
In order to protect the water quality of Loch Lomond and the surrounding watercourses, we would
suggest that all discharges, whether arising from flush or composting / dry toilets, are treated to
tertiary standards prior to discharge to land or water.
In some locations, it may be possible to link with other buildings or facilities not already serviced or
below standard so as to improve the wider drainage issues affecting Loch Lomond. If a café or
other services are envisaged for future installation it would be important to plan treatment and
drainage management for them in any current re-design.
Contact for Rowardennan and Milarrochy
Bridget Jones
Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park Authority
Carrochan Road
Balloch, Alexandria, G83 8EG.
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12.12 Report on Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNP)
Aysgarth Falls Composting Toilets (Kingsley-Clivus System)
We wish to thank the Paul Drake, Property Manager for YDNP for helpful discussions
and the Toilet Review Group for their published report on which this report is based.
Background
The study was undertaken by the YDNP Toilet Review
Group to review the provision of public toilets, to
report on the quality of service provision, and to make
recommendations for future action. The review
included: the provision and quality of cleaning
services, signage relating to the toilet buildings and
their immediate surroundings, and the need for
refurbishment. This case study focuses only on the
Aysgarth Falls Composting Toilets, but includes useful
lessons that can be learned from the review.
Public toilet facilities are given a high priority by the
Authority and the total budget for these in 2007/2008
was £180,000. “The public toilets are often the first
point of contact that the general public have with the
Authority, consequently the Authority has an objective to ‘maintain Authority car parks and toilets
so that at least 80% of users rate them satisfactorily or above’. The first impressions gained by
visitors can effect the enjoyment of the rest of their visit to the area and their attitudes to the
Yorkshire Dales and the Authority.”
Aysgarth Falls Composting Toilets
The National Centre at Aysgarth serves one of the most intensively visited areas in the park and
provides an access and interpretation gateway to the falls and wider park land beyond. The
existing public toilet facilities serving the Centre and car park discharged to an old septic tank and
were unable to cope with increased visitor numbers. Consequently, there were regular occurrences
of septic tank discharges polluting the river Ure. After considering visitor numbers various options,
a new toilet block was built in 1995 using the Kingsley-Clivus dry composting system of waste
management. It was expected that the compost would be able to be disposed of in the surrounding
woodland.
The site is extremely challenging given that it is adjacent to an SSSI and the river Ure, has poor
sub-surface drainage. A mains sewage treatment facility is located on the other side of the river,
but this would be difficult to connect to. A great deal of energy and thought went into the
management of the system and over the years a number of adaptations have been made in an
attempt to make it function more effectively. From its inception there were concerns expressed by
operational staff and users and it has been difficult to change these attitudes. Despite these
concerns, the River Ure is no longer being polluted by toilet discharges.
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Main Problems and Issues Arising

•

Since 1995 visitor numbers to the site have significantly increased, putting unacceptable
strains on the composting system. The design was based on annual visitor numbers of
75,000. The car park and toilet block remain open throughout the year, 24 hours per day and
visitors’ numbers are now estimated at up to 200,000 per annum. The high usage prevents
the material from composting properly.

•

Too much liquid causes flooding of the basement. Excess liquid is now pumped off and
disposed of separately.

•

Odour is intolerable on hot days – visitors and staff complain about smell from air vents. This
especially affects café visitors that are eating outside, adjacent to the toilets. Adjacent trees
prevent circulation of air and ventilation.

•

Flies are a health & safety issue and concern, especially with the café next door.

•

Staff have to manually empty chambers on occasions when too full. The ‘compost’ which is
not composted is taken away and disposed of through sewage systems off site.

•

Cleaning is not being carried out properly by contractors. There is minimal attendance and
report sheets are not being completed by cleaners.

•

Managing the misuse of the toilets, particularly with regard to rubbish being thrown down
toilet drop pipes.

•

Repairing leaking pipes, tanks and compost chambers (system overload and breakdown of
pipe seals, sump pump failure).

•

Clearing and moving of compost in chambers to prevent blockages (compost process being
impeded and material not moving down the chamber by gravity as designed).

•

The waterless urinals are not working properly and the cause needs to be further
investigated.

•

Unpleasant working environment due to odour and system breakdown.

•

The wide diameter of the drop pipes are viewed as a safety hazard by the public and
operators.
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The overall impression by the Review Group is that the sustainable approach to sewage treatment
does not work and this message is the opposite of the original intention for installing a composting
toilet. It is seen to undermine the enjoyment of the visitors and the value of the whole local
resource is being reduced.
The system is not considered to be sustainable because:
A.

The composting process in the chambers is not taking place as envisaged.

B.

The end product is being taken off-site for disposal in a conventional sewage treatment
works rather than used on land.

C.

Energy and carbon dioxide costs are incurred through the use of infra-red electric heaters
in the cellar to maintain a background temperature.

D.

The cellar is permanently ventilated to the outside and has inadequate insulation.

The system is achieving part of the original aim to reduce the frequent emptying of tanks. It has
greatly reduced water use for flushing, although this has been compromised by the requirement of
more frequent cleaning of the toilets and cellar.
Due to above problems, Committee Members endorsed a recommendation “to remove the
compost system and construct a new environmentally friendly on-site treatment plant and to
undertake associated energy saving measures with the above.”
Cleaning overview:

•

General cleaning was poor.

•

Ceilings and light fittings were not being cleaned

•

Cleaning of seats and toilet surrounds was inadequate.

•

The exterior of the toilet buildings was not being kept clean

•

It is unknown whether sufficient time has been allocated to fulfil the contract to an acceptable
standard. The time and frequency of cleaning is related to visitor numbers - the more visitors,
the more cleaning is required.

It is considered essential that thorough cleaning is carried out to achieve the standards that are
necessary to meet health & safety requirements and public expectations.
Outcome:
In order to improve the public toilet facilities and remove odours, a decision was made to remove
the existing Clivus Multrum dry toilets and replace them with a new toilet block containing low flush
toilets and an air flush urinal system to reduce the volume of liquid that would need to be disposed.
Septic tanks were installed that discharge to a new soakaway.
A hydrogeologist was employed to determine if a soakaway was able to receive and filter the
settled sewage so it did not contaminate either the groundwater or watercourse. It was determined
that a deep level soakaway would be required and it would take 90 days to filter through the rocky
terrain before it would discharge to the watercourse. This soakaway proposal was approved by the
Environment Agency. A 100 metre soakaway trench containing a drainage pipe embedded in
gravel with an additional underlay of gravel was installed. The public toilet system has been
operational since October 2009.
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Since the refurbishment of all 10 of YDNP public toilet installations there have been no
complaints from the public. This has been attributed to the new toilets and buildings that are
bright and easier to keep clean. New cleaners have been employed which has improved the
standard of cleanliness. There is now a system in place to ensure that the standards of
cleanliness are achieved. At Aysgarth Falls, the woman who runs the café now cleans the public
toilets and takes pride in its upkeep.
Our comments:
The study team has visited these facilities in the past, but we do not have any photographs of the
toilet facility.
Many of the above problems experienced at Aysgarth Falls over the years, both the original flush
toilet system with septic tank and the composting toilets, have been caused by the under
estimation of the number of visitors using the facility, leading to the overloading of the systems.
All public toilet installations, whether wet or dry, need to be designed to a particular specification
for both volume and loading based on the number of visitors using the facility. All systems will
eventually fail if they are overloaded. It is essential to future-proof the specification to allow for
expansion when visitor numbers exceed expectations.
It is essential that public facilities are allocated sufficient space to be capable of upgrading capacity
at heavily used locations. It is important to monitor footfall through the use of car park counters
and door counters. Visitor numbers should be regularly reviewed and growth trends anticipated.
Each installation will have their particular design flaws that need to be overcome. Rather than
starting again from scratch, however, the immediate need at Aysgarth is additional toilets to handle
the increased visitor numbers. The flaws in the existing toilets can be resolved and any new toilets
can be better designed to overcome the difficulties experienced.
Although in this particular instance a septic tank discharging to a soakaway was approved by the
Environment Agency due to the particular geological characteristics of the site, we would have
recommended that a mechanical treatment plant discharging to a wetland treatment system that
would provide tertiary treatment prior to discharging to a soakaway would have been more
appropriate given the high number of visitors and the sensitive environment into which it was
discharging.
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